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ABSTRACT
The sparse module of the popular SciPy Python library is widely used across applications in scientific computing, data analysis and machine learning. The standard implementation of SciPy is restricted to a single CPU and cannot take advantage of modern distributed and accelerated computing resources. We introduce Legate Sparse, a system that transparently distributes and accelerates unmodified sparse matrix-based SciPy programs across clusters of CPUs and GPUs, and composes with cuNumeric, a distributed NumPy library. Legate Sparse uses a combination of static and dynamic techniques to efficiently compose independently written sparse and dense array programming libraries, providing a unified Python interface for distributed sparse and dense array computations. We show that Legate Sparse is competitive with single-GPU libraries like CuPy and achieves 65% of the performance of PETSc on up to 1280 CPU cores and 192 GPUs of the Summit supercomputer, while offering the productivity benefits of idiomatic SciPy and NumPy.

ACM Reference Format:

1 INTRODUCTION
Python is a widely used language for data science, machine learning, and scientific computing due to its ease of use and large ecosystem of numerical libraries. This ecosystem includes NumPy [13] for dense array-based computations and SciPy’s [35] Sparse module for sparse matrix-based computations, both of which serve as foundations for numerous applications and frameworks.

Despite their widespread use, the canonical implementations of NumPy and SciPy target a single CPU node, with only select operations supporting multiple threads. As data set sizes and application computational demands continue to increase, there is a need to target resources more powerful than what a single CPU-only node can provide. Recent work has made great strides in this area for dense array programming systems [5, 22, 24, 29], but the automatic distribution and acceleration of SciPy-based sparse matrix programs has not yet been achieved.

SciPy or CuPy [22] (a single-GPU implementation of NumPy and SciPy) can be paired with a communication library like MPI or NCCL, or a task-based library like Dask Distributed [29] or Ray [21] to enable distributed execution. However, this composition requires the user to manually partition and communicate data, resulting in non-trivial code modification and necessitating distributed programming expertise. The industry-standard sparse linear algebra systems PETSc [3, 20] and Trilinos [34] expose Python wrappers around their low-level C/C++ APIs. While these APIs provide many high-level sparse matrix operations, they require programmers to reason about data distribution and data movement, a level of expertise many programmers do not have.

Our goal in this work is to develop a system that scales unmodified SciPy Sparse programs across distributed machines with good performance, and efficiently composes with cuNumeric [5], a distributed NumPy library. This system would provide the familiar dense and sparse array programming interfaces to allow users with and without expertise in distributed programming to rapidly prototype distributed applications and scale these applications to the size of machine needed to process their datasets. In this paper, we explore the large design space encompassed by these constraints, and demonstrate one design point that achieves our goals.

Achieving our goal of building a distributed and heterogeneous sparse array programming library that achieves both high performance as well as composability with an external dense array programming library requires solving a global problem of performance composability at multiple layers of the software stack. First,
unlike when developing a monolithic distributed library, operations launched by each separate library should compose with operations launched by other libraries at the distributed layer. This means that both libraries must share distributed data representations efficiently and perform only necessary synchronization and communication. Second, each library’s operations must agree on the processor varieties targeted in a heterogeneous system. For example, if even one operation issued by a user’s program does not have a GPU implementation, the data movement caused by falling back to a CPU implementation can significantly impact performance. Third, library operations must agree on the types of their data structures, especially when those data structures are sparse. When operations are not implemented on the program’s requested sparse data structures, expensive format conversions to supported data structures can dominate program execution time and increase memory usage.

To compose at these three layers of the software stack, the implementation of each library needs to be flexible at each layer. At the distributed layer, each library must be flexible with the partitioning schemes used for individual operations to compose with how operations launched by the other library may partition data. And at the layers of processor varieties and types of data structures, the sparse library must support a myriad set of variants for each potential such combination, which also need be specialized to the chosen partitioning schemes.

We implement the flexibility and generality required of a distributed sparse array programming library that composes with cuNumeric through a careful separation of decisions made statically (during the implementation of Legate Sparse) and dynamically (during the implementation of Legate Sparse) and dynamically and perform only necessary synchronization and communication between the libraries. We implement Legate Sparse through a translation to the programming model of the Legion [6] runtime system, and leverage it to overlap computation and perform precise, data-dependent communication across library boundaries.

We have developed a prototype implementation of Legate Sparse that composes with cuNumeric to distribute and accelerate unmodified Python programs that use NumPy and SciPy, such as the eigenvalue estimation computation in Figure 1. Legate Sparse achieves the transparent distribution of SciPy and NumPy programs in a maintainable way: the implementations of Legate Sparse and cuNumeric are each unaware of the other library’s implementation, and a large number of the kernels in Legate Sparse were automatically generated. Our prototype implements 35% of the SciPy Sparse API, which is sufficient to express complex computations from scientific computing and machine learning.

We evaluate the performance of Legate Sparse on the Summit supercomputer with a combination of NumPy and SciPy based workloads with varying complexity, ranging from 10 to 1000 lines of code. Our benchmark suite contains iterative linear solvers (conjugate gradient, geometric multi-grid), Runge-Kutta integration, and sparse matrix factorization. Our experiments show that, for a drop-in NumPy and SciPy replacement, Legate Sparse achieves good scalability to 1280 CPUs and 192 GPUs, achieving 65% of the performance of PETSc. We also show that Legate Sparse delivers comparable performance with CuPy on a single GPU and outperforms SciPy on a single CPU socket, while effectively scaling to larger numbers of processors.

Figure 1: Legate Sparse and cuNumeric program that runs on a GPU cluster and falls back to SciPy and NumPy.

specialized to each data format, processor variety and partitioning scheme, enabling Legate Sparse to dynamically dispatch across a wide set of statically-generated specialized kernels.

- **Dynamic Dependence and Communication Analysis.** Dynamic dependence and communication analyses enable independent libraries to launch work while ensuring precise synchronization and communication between the libraries. We implement Legate Sparse through a translation to the programming model of the Legion [6] runtime system, and leverage it to overlap computation and perform precise, data-dependent communication across library boundaries.

- **Composable Distribution.** To compose distributed operations across libraries, we combine a constraint-based description of data distributions with a first-class representation of data partitions. This combinations allows for the compact encoding of potential distribution strategies for each operation statically. Then, we defer the decision of what concrete data partitions to use for each operation until runtime. We dynamically select partitions that satisfy the distribution constraints and align with existing data distributions, allowing (to the extent possible) for data to be operated on where it exists in the machine.

- **Compiler-Aided Kernel Generation.** To implement the large number of variants required to run each operation with each sparse data structure on each heterogeneous processor kind, we leverage the DISTAL [36, 37] sparse tensor algebra compiler. We utilized DISTAL to ahead-of-time generate distributed kernels

```python
1 # Try to import cuNumeric and Legate Sparse, and fall back to NumPy and SciPy if not present.
2 try:
3     import cunumeric as np
4     import legate.sparse as sp
5 except ImportError:
6     import numeric as np
7     import scipy.sparse as sp
8
9 # Generate a random sparse matrix.
10 A = sp.random(n, n, format='csr')
11 # Make a positive semi-definite matrix from A.
12 A = 0.5 * (A + A.T) + n * sp.eye(n)
13
14 # Estimate the maximum eigen-value via the Raleigh quotient.
15 x = np.random.rand(a.shape[0])
16 for _ in range(20):
17     x /= np.linalg.norm(x)
18     x /= np.linalg.norm(x)
19     result = np.dot(x.T, A @ x)
```
2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide background on the SciPy Sparse module, and discuss components of the library relevant to this work. We then provide background on the Legion [6] runtime system, which both Legate Sparse and cuNumeric are built upon. Finally, we discuss how cuNumeric maps onto Legion’s abstractions.

2.1 SciPy Sparse

SciPy Sparse [2, 35] is a sub-module of the SciPy Python library that provides a high-level API for linear algebra operations over different types of sparse matrices. SciPy Sparse supports several common sparse matrix formats, including the CSR (compressed sparse rows), CSC (compressed sparse columns), DIA (diagonal) and COO (coordinate) formats, and supports format conversions and data reorganization operations between these formats. On these sparse matrices, SciPy Sparse supports a variety of basic mathematical operations, such as matrix-vector products, matrix-matrix products and diagonal computations, as well as higher-level linear algebra operations like iterative solves and eigenvalue computations. SciPy Sparse is directly composable with NumPy, as many operations within the API natively accept and return NumPy arrays. The standard implementation of SciPy implements the API with a combination of calling out to C operations and utilizing existing NumPy routines. Finally, the SciPy Sparse API has no notions of execution or distribution strategies, meaning that all parallelism performed by Legate Sparse must be implicit.

2.2 Legion

Legion [6] is a data-centric, task-based runtime system organized around region data structures that are partitioned into sub-regions and computed on by user-defined tasks. Legion performs dynamic analysis to extract parallelism from sequential user programs, represented as streams of tasks, by identifying tasks within the stream that operate on independent regions, and automatically inserting the necessary communication and synchronization to preserve the sequential semantics of the input program.

Data Model. All long-lived and distributed data is described through regions, which are multi-dimensional arrays. Regions are the underlying data structures that back both cuNumeric’s distributed arrays and Legate Sparse’s sparse matrices. Parallelism in Legion is expressed through the partitioning of regions into sub-regions. A partition P of a region R is a first-class object that represents the mapping from a set of colors to subsets of the indices of R. Partitions need not be disjoint, nor do they need to cover the whole index space: the sets of indices in P can overlap or alias, and their union does not need to cover all indices in R.

Legion supports dependent partitioning [33] operations for creating partitions from existing partitions. The most important dependent partitioning operation to this work is image, which operates on a source region that contains indices pointing into a destination region, and projects a partition of the source region onto the destination. Intuitively, given a partition of the source region, the image operation colors all indices in the destination region with the same color as the partition of each index in the source region. More precisely, consider a source region S and a destination region D, where elements in S are sets of indices in D. Given a partition \( P \) of S, the image of S to D is a partition \( P' \) of D such that \( \forall c \in P, \forall i \in P[c], S[i] \subseteq P'[c] \).

The image operation is demonstrated in Figure 2, where Figure 2(a) shows an image from a source region that contains ranges of indices, and Figure 2(b) shows a source region that names individual indices. Note that the partition of D created by the image in Figure 2(b) is aliased, because the 1st and 3rd elements of D are included in two sub-regions each. Image is a powerful operator that allows us to express co-partitioning of the indexing arrays that are often used to represent sparse matrices, and to capture the data-dependent communication patterns that arise in sparse computations.

Tasks. Tasks are the atomic unit of computation in Legion. Tasks are arbitrary, user-defined computations that operate on regions, and declare how they will use each region (read, write or reduce). Legion extracts dependencies between tasks, and inserts communication operations for the regions on which a task operates.

Mapping. Legion programs do not directly encode machine-specific decisions such as on what processors tasks should run and in what memories regions should be allocated. Instead, a separate mapper makes these decisions for the application at runtime, allowing the application to remain unchanged when porting to a new machine or during certain kinds of performance tuning.

2.3 cuNumeric

cuNumeric [5] is a distributed and accelerated drop-in replacement for NumPy. Like Legate Sparse, cuNumeric is implemented via a dynamic translation from the NumPy API to Legion. cuNumeric represents NumPy arrays as Legion’s regions, partitions the regions for parallel processing, and launches tasks corresponding to NumPy operations. The original version of cuNumeric as described by Bauer et al. [5] selects partitions of regions for individual operations by maintaining a key partition for each region that tracks the latest written partition of the region. NumPy operations between multiple arrays choose partitions of arrays that keep the key partition of the largest region involved in an operation in place. Additionally, the original version of cuNumeric employs a specialized mapper that encodes heuristics for mapping NumPy programs, such as choosing when to distribute tasks, selecting the tile size to partition data into, and the mapping of tasks and regions onto processor and memories. To enable composability with Legate Sparse, we modify the partitioning strategies within cuNumeric to use the constraint-based system discussed in Section 4.1, and introduce composition-aware mapping algorithms to cuNumeric’s mapper, as discussed in Section 4.2.
3 SPARSE DATA REPRESENTATION

The standard single-node representations of common sparse matrix formats store metadata about the indices of non-zero matrix entries and their values in packs of arrays. For example, the COO (coordinate) format stores three arrays, where the first two arrays store the row coordinate and column coordinate of each non-zero entry of the matrix, and the last array stores the value. The CSR (compressed sparse rows) format further compresses the COO format by implicitly representing the rows that contain non-zero entries: it maintains an array (often called indptr) where the column coordinates and values for row i are stored within range [pos[i], pos[i+1]) of an array called vals. The CSC format is similar to CSR, but compresses the columns instead of the rows.

We use Legion’s regions to extend these single-node representations into distributed sparse matrix data structures by mapping each of the arrays used to represent sparse matrices to regions. For instance, the row, column and value arrays in the COO format are represented directly as regions in Legate Sparse. Formats such as CSR and CSC are represented in a similar manner, but store the range of coordinates for a row or column i in a tuple at pos[i], as depicted in Figure 3. This small variation from the standard representation allows us to directly employ Legion’s image partitioning operation to relate partitions of the pos and crd regions with one another. We also use images to relate partitions of the crd region with referenced indices in dense vectors and matrices. For example, consider a distributed SpMV \( y = A \cdot x \), where \( A \) is stored as CSR. Performing an SpMV requires accessing the locations in \( x \) corresponding to the non-zero coordinates stored in \( A \)’s crd region. We use an image from the partition of \( A \)’s crd region to compute the referenced locations of \( x \). An example of this operation is discussed in Figure 5 in Section 4.3. Images allow for the co-partitioning of the regions used to define sparse data structures, and to implement MPI-like scatter/gather operations in a high-level manner.

Our decision to represent sparse matrices as a set of regions instead of a collection of local sparse matrices per rank (as used by PETSc and Trilinos) has both benefits and downsides. Using a set of regions aligns more closely with the Legion programming model that we target, and careful choices of partitioning enables description of non-trivial communication patterns. Additionally, this choice allows for interoperation with Legate Sparse: since sparse matrices are constructed from regions, users can directly construct sparse matrices out of cuNumeric arrays, or extract and operate on the arrays that back a sparse matrix. A downside of this decision is that the partitioned pieces of the global sparse matrix passed to individual tasks are not valid sparse matrices from the perspective of external libraries like cuSPARSE. As a result, we pay a small performance penalty when reshaping these local pieces into formats accepted by these libraries when we use them. Our evaluation (Section 6) shows that our sparse matrix representation has low overhead while allowing for direct use Legion’s API and close alignment with SciPy Sparse’s programming model.

4 COMPOSABLE PARALLELIZATION

Our goal with Legate Sparse was to distribute and accelerate SciPy Sparse workloads while efficiently composing with cuNumeric. In this section, we describe the techniques employed to enable the performant composition of Legate Sparse with cuNumeric at the distributed layer of each library. We describe how Legate Sparse and cuNumeric partition the previously discussed sparse and dense data structures, and how each library launches parallel operations over the partitioned data using Legion. We show how abstractions built on top of Legion’s partitions enable concise and composable parallel implementations of distributed operations, and describe how to map these operations onto physical hardware in a composable manner.

4.1 Constraint-Based Parallelization

Legate Sparse and cuNumeric distribute SciPy and NumPy programs by translating each operation into a set of task launches over partitioned regions. The selection of what partitions to use for each task launch has a significant impact on performance. For example, if two tasks \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) operate sequentially on a dense matrix \( M \), \( t_1 \) selects a row-wise partition of \( M \), and \( t_2 \) selects a column-wise partition of \( M \), then a distributed transpose must be performed after \( t_1 \) has completed to put the data in the required distributed layout for \( t_2 \). To be performance-composable across operations, we need to re-use existing partitions whenever possible. However, to keep the implementation maintainable, we do not want every operation to have to explicitly consider all possible partitions of every input.

We resolve this tension by leveraging recent work in constraint-based automatic parallelization, introduced by Lee et al. \[17\]. We add a layer of indirection to task definitions and launches where, instead of describing the exact partitions that tasks should operate on, tasks describe what regions they will operate on and constraints on how those regions should be partitioned. Constraints can be simple, such as declaring that two regions must have aligned partitions (for an element-wise operation), or complex constraints that invoke dependent partitioning operations (such as relating the pos and crd regions in a CSR matrix by an image). We use a constraint solver inspired by Lee et al. \[17\] to select concrete partitions of each region that satisfy all of the declared constraints. The constraints are designed such that there is always at least one solution; if more than one solution is possible, the solver picks the solution that re-partitions the least amount of data. We refer to Lee et al. for a formal discussion of the constraint language and solving process.

We now discuss an example of the task launching process with constraints using the row-based distributed SpMV example in Figure 4. Upon execution of the task launching code in Figure 4, the task object contains the following partitioning constraints: equals(y, pos), image(pos, crd), image(pos, vals), and image(crd, x). Intuitively, these constraints mean the following: 1) the same partition must be selected for y and pos, 2) the partitions of crd and vals must be the result of an image from the
selected partition of \( \text{pos} \), and 3) the partition of \( x \) must be the result of an image from the selected partition of \( \text{crd} \). The constraint solver realizes that the choices of partitions for \( y \) and \( \text{pos} \) are independent, while the partitions for \( \text{crd}, \text{vals} \) and \( x \) are dependent on choices for partitions for other regions. Then, the solver examines the existing partitions for \( y \) and \( \text{pos} \) and selects the existing partitions if they are aligned. Otherwise, it selects an existing partition that keeps the sparse matrix in place. Once these initial partitions have been selected, the solver uses Legion’s image operation to construct partitions of \( \text{crd}, \text{vals} \) and \( x \) to satisfy the remaining constraints.

We developed Legate Sparse using the constraint system, and adapted the implementation of cuNumeric to use the same system. The constraint-based design is key to achieving performance composability at the distributed layer of our system for two reasons:

- **Partition reuse.** The constraint formulation enables reusing partitions across individual operations and libraries. Operations defined by Legate Sparse can consume partitions created by cuNumeric and vice-versa, avoiding unnecessary data movement when passing data between Legate Sparse and cuNumeric.

- **Localization of operation definitions.** Because each task only describes what partitions are possible to use, each task is defined independently. Existing operation implementations do not need to consider partitioning strategies defined in the future, and new operation implementations do not need to consider all possible existing partitioning strategies. The most important outcome of this design is that the cuNumeric and Legate Sparse implementations are completely unaware of the other. The lack of coupling streamlines development and is promising for the development of future libraries using the same strategy.

### 4.2 Composable Mapping

By representing sparse and dense arrays with regions and launching tasks using constraint-based parallelism, Legate Sparse and cuNumeric issue a stream of tasks to Legion. To execute this stream of tasks, Legate Sparse and cuNumeric must instruct Legion on which processor each task should run on, and in which memory to allocate each region of each task. Legate Sparse and cuNumeric communicate these decisions through separate mapper objects, which Legion queries before executing tasks. Proper mapping decisions are key to achieving high performance — if mapping decisions are not made in a coordinated manner between Legate Sparse and cuNumeric, performance degradation can occur due to unnecessary data movement. While the library implementations of Legate Sparse and cuNumeric are independent, we introduce a point of coupling at the runtime layer between the libraries by sharing mapper infrastructure and mapping policies between the two.

Legate Sparse and cuNumeric use the same strategy for mapping tasks to processors to ensure a consistent assignment. A consistent processor mapping strategy ensures that data does not thrash between operations launched by different libraries. For example, if Legate Sparse and cuNumeric launch an element-wise operation in series, using the same processor mapping strategy ensures no data movement occurs between the operations.

The more difficult aspect of composing mapping decisions across libraries is the mapping of regions onto memories in the machine. The key challenge involved in mapping regions is how to share allocations of distributed and partitioned data between libraries. Because interactions between libraries are unknown until execution, the partitions of regions created by libraries and the aliasing of those partitions are also not known until program execution. To minimize data movement and memory usage, the mapping strategy used by Legate Sparse and cuNumeric must reuse and resize region allocations across individual operations and library boundaries. We facilitate the reuse of region allocations by having the mappers for Legate Sparse and cuNumeric record all region allocations made in a shared store on each node, and having the mappers query the store on their local node before making new allocations.

However, reusing allocations that exactly match the extents of a region is not sufficient to achieve good performance, as tasks from different libraries may use multiple views of the same underlying region. As an example, consider a stencil computation, where a task reads from multiple tiles offset around a center tile. An efficient mapping for this computation would coalesce all offset tiles with the center tile into a single, larger allocation, reducing the total amount of memory and increasing cache locality.

To efficiently map multiple sub-regions into a single allocation, our shared mapping strategy employs a coalescing step before performing allocations. When selecting an allocation for a region, mappers examine the existing allocations for other sub-regions of the same parent region. If another sub-region has an intersection with the region being allocated, then the mapper has an option of merging the two views into a new, larger allocation with enough space for both regions. Tasks using the larger allocation then operate on slices of the allocation corresponding to the desired sub-region. We use a heuristic to drive coalescing decisions, where sub-regions are coalesced if the size of their overlapping components is sufficiently larger than their non-overlapping components. The coalescing step is key to reducing overall memory usage and eliminating redundant data movement. A concrete example is discussed in Section 4.3.

### 4.3 Execution Example

Figure 5 depicts the execution of the program displayed in Figure 1 with Legate Sparse and cuNumeric. Figure 5 shows how the sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) launched by Legate Sparse and the norm and division operations launched by cuNumeric share partitions and physical resources. The top half of the figure shows...
Figure 5: Execution of the program in Figure 1, with control flowing between Legate Sparse and cuNumeric. The left part of the figure contains an excerpt of the program and an example matrix $A$ and its data layout. The right part of the figure is the execution; the top half depicts partitioning and launching of tasks in Legate, while the bottom half shows the Legion-level execution on the physical machine. In the right part of the figure, each region entry is labeled with the coordinate of the entry.

We first discuss the top half of the figure, which shows how the execution of the Python Legate task launching logic, and the bottom half shows the physical execution with Legion on a 2 GPU system. An efficient implementation only performs one element halo exchanges of the $x$ vector, and no other copies. We show how Legate Sparse and cuNumeric interoperate to achieve this strategy.

Throughout the figure, we refer to the versions of the vector $x$ at each iteration $i$ of the main loop with $x_i$. For example, the initial vector $x$ is denoted $x_0$, and the resulting $x$ after the first $x = A \cdot x$ operation is denoted as $x_1$. Next, all region entries in the figure are labeled with the coordinate of that entry within the region.

We first discuss the top half of the figure, which shows how Legate Sparse maps arrays onto regions and partitions these regions for distributed execution. The matrix $A$ is organized in CSR as three separate regions, pos, crd and vals, as discussed in Section 3. The original vector $x_0$ is represented by a one-dimensional region. When the program launches the first SpMV, Legate Sparse creates a new region for the output vector $x_1$. Solving the constraints for SpMV described in Figure 4, Legate Sparse selects an aligned tiling of $x_1$ and pos. To satisfy the image constraints, Legate Sparse invokes Legion’s image operation to create partitions of crd, vals and $x_0$ from the tiling. We use blue and red colors to show the resulting partitions of each region. Note how the image from crd into $x_0$ creates an aliased (colored blue and red) partition. Legate Sparse launches SpMV tasks over the partitions, dispatching the tasks to Legion. Next, control flows to cuNumeric for the norm and division operations, which we treat as a single operation for illustration purposes. These are element-wise operations without partitioning constraints, so cuNumeric selects the tiling of $x_1$ created by Legate Sparse. After cuNumeric launches the norm and division tasks, the loop repeats, and all partitions are reused by future iterations.

We now shift to the bottom half of the figure, which depicts the execution with Legion, and the mapping of logical operations onto physical resources. For all tasks launched, the Legate Sparse and cuNumeric mappers assign tasks and regions to each GPU and the corresponding framebuffer memory. The key to peak performance in this program is the mapper’s choice of allocations for each region.

In the first iteration, the Legate Sparse and cuNumeric mappers make region allocations that correspond to the bounds of each region. The choices made in the second iteration of the program stress the importance of the compositional-awareness of the Legate Sparse and cuNumeric mapping strategies. When mapping the second SpMV operation, the mapper chooses new allocations (RA5 and RA6) for each piece of $x_1$, resizing the allocations RA1 and RA3 to account for the larger slice of $x_1$ required by each SpMV task. Resizing RA1 and RA3 requires a full copy of $x_1$, and a single element halo-copy between GPUs. Next, Legate Sparse sees that $x_0$ has gone out of scope, and chooses to reuse the allocations RA2 and RA4 by coalescing them into the requested sub-regions for $x_2$. Since
We used the DISTAL [36, 37] compiler to generate implementations to be burdensome for developing our prototype. The constraint solver discussed in Section 4.1 considers the existing data distributions of regions, so we only use the first 3 input languages of DISTAL. DISTAL generates code directly targeting the Legion runtime, so we perform slight manual modifications to the generated code to target our higher-level abstractions; these changes could be automated, but we have not found the manual work to be burdensome for developing our prototype.

DISTAL code to generate a distributed and multi-threaded CPU SpMV is found in Figure 6, the generated C++ task body is found in Figure 7, and the constraint based task launching code in Figure 4 is the result of adapting DISTAL-generated C++ task launching code. The DISTAL C++ code declares some runtime parameters, initializes the tensor operands, describes the desired computation, and then schedules the computation for the target machine. The algorithm specified by the scheduling language distributes the rows of the matrix across all processors, and then parallelizes execution across the rows between CPU threads. To achieve peak performance on GPUs, we hand-modified the DISTAL-generated CUDA code to make calls into cuSPARSE when applicable. In our experience, this aspect was the most error prone step in developing the sparse linear algebra kernel implementations and could be made easier in the future with better compiler support for external library interaction, such as in the Mosaic system [4].

Figure 7: DISTAL-generated C++ task for row-based, multi-threaded CSR SpMV, with minor modifications.

5.2 Porting SciPy and CuPy Implementations

The largest subset (156/176 functions) of our implementation of SciPy Sparse was done by porting existing implementations of the API in SciPy and CuPy. While developing Legate Sparse, we found that many functions in SciPy Sparse were implemented using parallel NumPy operations and previously defined SciPy Sparse kernels. By focusing our system design on composability with cuNumeric, we were able to bootstrap our library with itself and the allocations have been coalesced, the SpMV tasks only operate on a slice of the allocation, and similarly with the norm and division tasks. The elements outside of these tasks’ slices are denoted by a faded color. At the start of the third iteration, the application hits a steady state where the existing allocations are large enough to re-use without additional resizing, causing only the single-element halo-copy to occur. Without the mapper’s coalescing step, the full vector copy executed in the first iteration would be executed in each iteration, resulting in a significant loss of performance.

This example demonstrates how the use of constraint-based parallelization enables logically isolated implementations of operations to compose, and how information can be shared during mapping to extract efficient communication patterns.

5 LIBRARY KERNEL IMPLEMENTATION

Having described the abstractions with which distributed operations are defined in Legate Sparse, we now discuss our process for implementing the SciPy Sparse API. Our prototype supports the COO, CSR, CSC and DIA sparse matrix formats, and of the estimated 492 functions in SciPy Sparse, our prototype implements 176 (35%) functions; 14 were implemented by using the DISTAL compiler, 156 were ported from existing SciPy or CuPy implementations, and 6 had to be handwritten. In this section, we discuss these three cases, as well as the portions of the API that we have not yet implemented.

5.1 Generating Kernels with DISTAL

We used the DISTAL [36, 37] compiler to generate implementations for components of the SciPy Sparse API that perform tensor algebraic computations. These functions are performance critical (such as SpMV or SpMM), and require custom code tailored to the specific operation, sparse matrix formats and target hardware. This custom code is tedious and difficult to write; despite DISTAL being used to generate implementations of only 14 functions in the SciPy Sparse API, the generated code accounts for 46% of total C++ and CUDA in Legate Sparse (2854/6135 LOC) and 12% of the total Python in Legate Sparse (697/5748 LOC). By generating this performance sensitive code, we enhance the maintainability of Legate Sparse, and allow developer time to be spent elsewhere when optimizing the library. We give an overview of DISTAL, and how it was used to generate code for Legate Sparse.

DISTAL compiles a tensor algebra domain specific language (DSL) into C++ code targeting the Legion runtime. DISTAL allows for the separate specification of 1) desired tensor computation, 2) sparse data format of each operand, 3) the distributed algorithm to use, and 4) the data distribution of the operands. This flexibility allows for the high level description of many kernels of interest within SciPy. The constraint solver discussed in Section 4.1 considers the existing data distributions of regions, so we only use the first 3 input languages of DISTAL. DISTAL generates code directly targeting the Legion API, so we perform slight manual modifications to the generated code to target our higher-level abstractions; these changes could be automated, but we have not found the manual work to be burdensome for developing our prototype.

DISTAL code to generate a distributed and multi-threaded CPU SpMV is found in Figure 6, the generated C++ task body is found in Figure 6: Distributed, multi-threaded CSR SpMV in DISTAL.
cuNumeric to obtain distributed and accelerated implementations of these functions without any distributed programming.

The classes of functions that we were able to directly port varied in complexity. The simplest of these functions were non-zero preserving, element-wise, unary operations on sparse matrices that are implemented by using the corresponding NumPy operation on the array storing the values of the sparse matrix. Some more complicated ported functions include computing sums across different axes of sparse matrices, and format conversions between sparse matrix formats. The most complex operations that we directly ported to Legate Sparse were higher-level operations such as solves and integrations. We ported several iterative linear solvers (CG, CGS, BiCG, BiCGSTAB, GMRES), Runge-Kutta integration and eigensolvers from SciPy and CuPy implementations to distributed implementations using Legate Sparse and cuNumeric.

5.3 Hand-Written Implementations

The final group of functions in Legate Sparse were those that required completely hand-written implementations. These functions include sorts and auxiliary operations that are implemented within SciPy with calls to C/C++ or Python loops that directly index into NumPy arrays. For these operations, we developed distributed and accelerated implementations using the constraint-based parallelism framework discussed in Section 4.1 paired with C/C++ and CUDA code for tasks adapted from the SciPy implementations.

5.4 Unimplemented Components

Having covered how we implemented components of SciPy Sparse, we now discuss the remaining portions of the API and the path forward to implementing them. Out of the 316 remaining functions in SciPy Sparse, 116 are defined on sequential matrix formats (list-of-lists and dictionary-of-keys) used for matrix assembly in shared memory, which we do not plan to support. 72 of the remaining 200 functions are defined on the BSR (block sparse rows) sparse matrix format, which we plan to support, and are able to use DISTAL to generate kernels for. This leaves 128 functions in SciPy Sparse defined on sparse matrix formats that we support in Legate Sparse (CSR, CSC, DIA, COO). Of these functions, we believe there is a path forward to a nearly complete implementation: 8 are possible to generate with DISTAL, 44 are possible to port from SciPy, 60 require a combination of porting and hand-writing, and 14 are specific to SciPy’s implementation. The functions that require hand-writing cover different components of the API, including sparse matrix reshaping operators, operators that slice and update pieces of sparse matrices, and functions that call to external libraries like SuperLU.

6 EVALUATION

Experimental Setup. We evaluated the performance of Legate Sparse on the Summit supercomputer. Each Summit node has a 40 core dual socket IBM Power9. Each socket has three NVIDIA Volta V100s connected by NVLink 2.0, for a total of six GPUs per node. Each node is connected by an Infiniband EDR interconnect. We compile all code using GCC 9.3.0 and CUDA 11.0.2. Legion was configured with GASNet 2022.9.0 for inter-node communication.

Overview. We evaluate the performance of Legate Sparse by testing it on a set of SciPy programs from the scientific computing and machine learning domains. The set of benchmarks range from twenty-five to nearly a thousand lines of code and from microbenchmarks to full applications, displaying the complexity of the programs Legate Sparse is able to execute. All of the benchmarks use cuNumeric, and stress the interaction with Legate Sparse.

We measure Legate Sparse’s performance running in both CPU-only and GPU-only settings, allowing us to compare against systems that only support CPUs or GPUs. On a single node, we compare against the standard implementations of SciPy and NumPy for CPUs, and CuPy for GPUs. CuPy provides a drop-in replacement for the SciPy and NumPy APIs, but can only utilize a single GPU. On multiple nodes, we compare (when a hand-tuned baseline exists) against the industry-standard PETSc sparse linear algebra library, which supports both CPUs and GPUs. PETSc provides a C API with high-level linear algebra operations similar to SciPy, but requires users to both specify low-level details about partitioning and distribution and hand-write many distributed NumPy-like array computations. For all experiments, we collect 12 runs of data points, drop the fastest and slowest runs, and then average the results of the remaining 10 runs.

6.1 Weak Scaling Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the weak-scaling performance of Legate Sparse, emulating a usage where users increase the size of their machine to scale to larger data sets. For all benchmarks but the quantum simulation, we compare the performance between one socket of CPUs and the three GPUs connected to that socket. However, we start the weak-scaling at one GPU to compare performance with CuPy. We plot throughput on a log-log plot due to the order-of-magnitude difference in performance between various systems.

SpMV Microbenchmark. Our first experiment is a microbenchmark for the scaling of the SpMV operations on banded sparse matrices. This benchmark is trivially parallel with no communication, and Figure 8 shows that both Legate Sparse and PETSc achieve perfect weak scaling. Most SciPy operations are single-threaded and cannot benefit in performance from additional cores or memory bandwidth of an additional CPU socket, resulting in no weak-scaling. As discussed in Section 3, our choice of using a global sparse matrix representation in Legate Sparse incurs some overhead from reshaping operations to the local partitions of the sparse matrices before passing the resulting local matrices to cuSPARSE, resulting in the slight performance differences between Legate Sparse versus CuPy and PETSc.

CG Solver. We implemented a conjugate-gradient iterative linear solver for a 2-D Poisson problem, with the results displayed in Figure 9. As with the previous experiment, we compare both modes of Legate Sparse to the same code run in SciPy and CuPy, and a comparable implementation in PETSc. As seen in the SpMV microbenchmark, Legate Sparse’s CPU mode outperforms SciPy due to being multi-threaded. Legate Sparse and PETSc achieve nearly perfect weak scaling on CPUs, with PETSc slightly outperforming Legate Sparse, as Legion reserves some CPU resources for runtime work. On GPUs, CuPy, Legate Sparse and PETSc have similar performance on a single GPU, with Legate Sparse achieving 85%
percent of the performance of PETSc. PETSc and Legate Sparse then weak-scale from a single GPU, where PETSc achieves nearly perfect weak scaling, starting to fall off slightly at 192 GPUs. Legate Sparse also scales well, but experiences some performance drop-off at 32 nodes due to the fast GPU kernels exposing overheads in Legion’s all-reduce implementation\(^1\), causing the dot-product communication in the CG solve to affect Legate Sparse’s performance at a smaller processor count than PETSc. At 192 GPUs, Legate Sparse achieves 65% percent of PETSc’s performance.

**Multi-grid Solver.** We implement a two-level geometric multi-grid conjugate gradient solver, which uses the injection restriction operator and a weighted Jacobi smoother\(^2\). Multi-grid methods are known to be relatively challenging to implement correctly and efficiently on distributed machines — our implementation is 300 lines of Python. We do not have a distributed reference implementation, so we compare Legate Sparse’s CPU mode to SciPy, Legate Sparse’s GPU mode to CuPy, and then weak-scale to larger machines. Figure 10 contains the weak-scaling results for the geometric multi-grid solver. As with prior experiments, Legate Sparse’s GPU version significantly outperforms SciPy and has good weak-scaling to 64 sockets. On a single GPU, CuPy is 30% faster than Legate Sparse’s GPU version. This performance difference is caused by overheads in the Legate library due to its Python implementation. During the V-cycle of the multi-grid method, the application launches several tasks small enough to expose overheads in Legate’s task launching and metadata management. Legate Sparse’s GPU version starts off weak-scaling well, but has kernels that run fast enough to expose overheads in Legion that could be fixed in the future with tracing \cite{18} and task fusion \cite{32}. Similar performance on a preconditioned CG solver was seen by Bauer et al. \cite{5}. Despite the imperfect weak scaling, Legate Sparse is able to execute the Python multi-grid solver on accelerated hardware much faster and on larger problem sizes than SciPy.

**Quantum Simulation.** We develop a Legate Sparse quantum simulation of Rydberg atom arrays. The simulation can be used to solve Maximum Independent Set (MIS) problems, as pioneered by the group of Mikhail D. Lukin and QuEra Computing \cite{10}. Like previous implementations \cite{1}, we significantly reduce the memory footprint of the simulation by including only states that are allowed by the Rydberg blockade mechanism \cite{19}. Likewise, the interactions between states are rather sparse, as they only permit transition between states in adjacent excitation manifolds and otherwise identical excitation structure. Competing quantum dynamics, namely the energy terms stemming from laser detuning of the system, are inherently sparse due to their diagonal action. Nevertheless, the exponential growth of the quantum state space is only partially stymied by exploiting inherent problem structure, so the simulation remains memory hungry. This application was developed in Python without any expectation that it would be eventually executed in a distributed fashion; the algorithms used in the simulation could be tuned to achieve more scalable performance. We aimed to maximize scale of the Python application as-is, and were able to achieve the exact simulation of the full wave function of up to 50 qubits at time-scales consistent with deep circuits or high entanglement.

The core computational component of this benchmark is an 8th-order Runge-Kutta integration. Similarly to the GMG benchmark, we compare against SciPy and CuPy. Due to the nature of the

---

\(^1\)The Legion developers are aware of this issue, and plan to address it in the future.

\(^2\)This benchmark was inspired by, but is not directly comparable to HPCG \cite{14}.
application, we were unable to exert fine-grained control over the input size: we could only approximately double the problem size. Therefore, we utilize 4 of the 6 GPUs on each Summit node for this benchmark to directly compare weak-scaling performance between CPUs and GPUs. We stress that Legate Sparse can successfully utilize all 6 GPUs per node for standard runs of the simulation.

The weak-scaling results are found in Figure 11. As with prior experiments, Legate Sparse significantly outperforms the standard implementation of SciPy. On a single GPU, CuPy achieves a 40% speedup over Legate Sparse, for a similar reason as the GMG benchmark — several small tasks launched in the integration expose overheads in Legate. The simulation experiences a loss in weak-scaling efficiency as the number of processors increases. This fall-off is expected due to the communication pattern of the application: the sparse matrices that describe the atomic relationships have a very high bandwidth (the coordinates in a row reference a wide range of columns). Our profiling shows that the algorithms used by the application require every processor to exchange tens to hundreds of megabytes of data with at least half of the other processors in the system, almost an all-to-all communication pattern.

At 1 to 4 GPUs, Legate Sparse’s GPU version significantly outperforms the CPU version, due to utilizing the higher-bandwidth NVLink. Once inter-node communication over Infiniband is required after 4 GPUs, the GPU version has similar performance as the CPU version, even dropping below the CPU performance at 16 GPUs. This drop is due to the ratio of communication to effective bandwidth available between each experiment: at 16 GPUs, Legate Sparse’s GPU version is utilizing 4 nodes of network hardware, while Legate Sparse’s 16-socket CPU version is using 8 nodes to exchange the same amount of data, thus having double the network bandwidth available to communicate through. Finally, the large halo regions present in the application result in imperfect weak scaling of the memory usage per processor, causing Legate Sparse’s 64 GPU version to run out of memory.

6.2 Sparse Machine Learning
To evaluate the potential of Legate Sparse as a high-level programming model for sparse machine learning applications, we implement the sparse matrix factorization algorithm with bias [15]. We optimize our model with mini-batch SGD [28], and use a closed-source sparse autograd procedure to generate Python source code for the gradient, which we hand-optimized to remove redundant computations and to exploit sparsity patterns. We compare against CuPy, and measure training throughput in terms of samples per second on the 10 million (10m), 25 million (25m), 50 million (50m) and 100 million (100m) MovieLens datasets [12]. The 50m and 100m datasets were derived from the 20m dataset using randomized fractal expansions [7]. The training loop loads the input dataset into host memory, shuffles the training data before each epoch, and constructs batches of sparse matrices from samples of the training data to update the model parameters. Our implementation falls within 99.7% of SOTA prediction performance for the 10m dataset [26, 27]. The results for these experiments are found in Figure 12.

A key optimization in our implementation is the use of the SDDMM (sampled dense-dense matrix multiplication) operation to avoid materializing dense matrices in expressions of the form $A \odot (B \cdot C)$, where $A$ is sparse and $B, C$ are dense. We generated a high-performance distributed SDDMM implementation using DISTAL, and exposed cuSPARSE’s SDDMM kernel for CuPy to use, since CuPy did not support SDDMM out-of-the-box.

We ran each dataset with CuPy on a single GPU, and found that it could only fit the 10m and 25m datasets without running out of memory. In contrast, Legate Sparse can scale to the larger datasets without code modifications by simply adding more GPUs, handling the 50m and 100m datasets with 6 GPUs and 12 GPUs respectively.

CuPy achieves a 2.8x speedup over Legate Sparse on the 10m dataset. Similar to prior experiments, this performance difference arises from overheads in Legate exposed by small tasks launched by the application. Next, CuPy processes the 25m dataset on a single GPU, but achieves nearly half the throughput of Legate Sparse. CuPy runs close to the GPU memory limit on the 25m dataset, and Legate Sparse is unable to do the same due to reserved GPU memory for Legion and external CUDA libraries. We saw that cuSPARSE’S SDDMM kernel was inefficient compared to DISTAL’S kernel: the SDDMM began to dominate CuPy’s execution time on the 25m dataset, while remaining a small percentage of total execution time for Legate Sparse, leading to the speedup on 2 GPUs. Finally, while Legate Sparse can execute the 50m and 100m datasets, it experiences some performance degradation at larger scales. This is due to all-to-all communication patterns inherent in the factorization algorithm, which performs several dense matrix transpose operations in the gradient computation. The effect is more noticeable on the 100m
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7 RELATED WORK

Distributed Sparse Linear Algebra and Tensor Algebra Libraries. Distributed sparse linear algebra has received tremendous attention from the community. The industry-standard sparse linear algebra packages PETSc [3, 20] and Trilinos [34] are long-lasting results of this research. These systems contain a wide variety of sparse linear algebra operations, many of which have been ported to GPUs. However, these systems offer a lower-level API than SciPy (and Legate Sparse), and exist within an explicitly-parallel, message-passing based environment, requiring some expertise in parallel and distributed programming. Additionally, it is not always straightforward to integrate these large systems with external libraries.

The Cyclops Tensor Framework (CTF) [30, 31] is an explicitly-parallel library for distributed dense and sparse tensor algebra that provides a Einstein summation notation-based API, similar to DISTAL. CTF has a flexible API for tensor computations, it lacks composability with a NumPy-like dense array programming library.

Accelerated and Distributed NumPy. Replacing the NumPy and SciPy API is a common approach to accelerating these programs. Several systems exist that accelerate and distribute the NumPy API that we will discuss, but we are not aware of any existing system that successfully distributes the SciPy sparse matrix APIs.

We first discuss systems that target a single node. CuPy accelerates both NumPy and SciPy code on a single GPU by offloading NumPy and SciPy calls to corresponding kernels on the GPU. CuPy can execute in a multi-GPU environment, but requires users to manage data movement and synchronization between the GPUs. Grumpy [25] and Bohrium [16] are systems that lazily evaluate NumPy programs and then generate optimized code for CPUs and a GPU. Weld [23] is a composability-focused system (like Legate Sparse) that provides a drop-in replacement for NumPy and Pandas programs targeting CPUs and a GPU. Similarly to Grumpy and Bohrium, Weld lazily evaluates the input program and performs cross library optimizations like fusion to increase efficiency.

Dask [29] is a popular library for distributed computing in Python with a high-level array library similar to NumPy. NumS [11] is a distributed NumPy replacement built on top of the Ray [21] task-based runtime system targeting clusters of CPUs. Jax [9] is a drop-in replacement for NumPy with support for vectorization, automatic differentiation and fusion. Jax can target distributed machines, but has restrictions on the kinds of partitioning and distribution it can perform. cuNumeric [5] (formerly known as Legate NumPy) is a library that provides a drop-in, distributed backend for NumPy, targeting both clusters of CPUs and GPUs. cuNumeric shares a similar architecture as Legate Sparse, and our work focuses on maintainable and performant composability with cuNumeric. These systems target NumPy computations, and are not able to execute SciPy operations on sparse matrices, unlike Legate Sparse.

DaCe [38] accelerates annotated Python and NumPy programs onto distributed clusters of CPUs and accelerators by translating them into a high level representation called Stateful Dataflow Multi-graphs (SDFGs) [8] and performing a series of optimizations on this representation. While the SDFG representation allows for optimizations such as reordering and fusing computation, DaCe requires both code changes to use and explicit partitioning and message passing between memories. As such, DaCe inherits a different part of the design space than the part targeted by Legate Sparse.

8 CONCLUSION

We have introduced Legate Sparse, a system that distributes and accelerates unmodified SciPy Sparse programs while composing with cuNumeric. Developing Legate Sparse involves solving composability problems across the software stack; we integrate the libraries at the distributed layer through a constraint-based partitioning scheme and a dynamic runtime system, and use the DISTAL compiler to generate kernel variants for different sparse data structures and heterogeneous processors. Moving forward, the strategy used in Legate Sparse provides a model that others may use to develop high-performance distributed libraries. We believe the ideas in Legate Sparse form a path towards an ecosystem of distributed libraries that compose and share data like the standard Python computing ecosystem.
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